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Introduction

Those who want to accomplish their own goals and those of others must find happiness, but if you don’t abandon harming others—which also means harming yourself—you can never find happiness.

Whatever you do, you do in order to be happy, but in reality, negative actions create the cause for you to suffer; thus you harm both yourself and others, and there’s no benefit whatsoever. The eight abandonments (of killing and so forth) explained here, ill-will towards others and the ten nonvirtues, which harm others either directly or indirectly, are all negative actions and bring no happiness at all, only suffering.

With respect to karma, positive actions cause happiness and negative actions cause suffering. For example, in this life you have received the body of a happy transmigratory being through having practiced morality in the past.

There are three ways for ordinary beings to realize the way phenomena exist. Some phenomena can be realized through true perception, some through inferential cognition (realizing the presence of fire from seeing smoke, for example), and others through dependence on valid quotations in which one has faith. Since you have neither clairvoyance nor omniscience, the only way to realize karma is to depend on the Omniscient One’s quotations, in much the same way as you believe historical facts by depending on the knowledge and explanations of past and present historians.

If you harm others you might feel guilty in this life. Even if you don’t feel guilty, harming others causes you to have many enemies and brings neither happiness nor relaxation to your mind; instead,
it makes you insecure and fearful. This can be seen by examining the experiences of people who have done such negative actions. Cancer and AIDS, for example, are results of previous negative karma. By observing the results of nonvirtuous actions, you can develop a definite understanding of how worthwhile it is to abandon them. This is the foundation of all happiness.

Others don’t want you to harm them; all they want is benefit and happiness, just as you don’t want any harm from them, only benefit. You are completely responsible for bringing happiness to all sentient beings. By your making a vow to abandon harming them by killing them and so forth, the numberless other sentient beings stop being harmed by you and instead receive happiness. In this way, you become completely responsible for the happiness of all sentient beings.

Practicing the eight-limbed Mahayana Method of Restoring and Purifying is the supreme method for avoiding harm to all sentient beings and bringing them happiness and benefit. It is easy to do and has immeasurable benefit. With this fundamental practice of morality—abstaining from harming others—you can help effect world peace.

No matter how many meetings are held in the name of world peace, there will be no benefit until people begin to abstain from harming others. Keeping the eight Mahayana precepts for one day, or even one hour, and thus protecting your mind from disturbing negative thoughts becomes a contribution to peace not only for the human beings of this world but also for all other sentient beings. So, while you have this precious human rebirth, it is most essential to make your life as meaningful as possible and not cheat yourself.

I have prayed that those who read this teaching, let alone who practice it, will never be reborn in the lower realms, and especially that they will generate bodhichitta and quickly attain enlightenment.
For the sake of all mother sentient beings, may I actualize this book. May those who read it generate the wish to take the eight Mahayana precepts and, until they achieve enlightenment, may they always be free from rebirth in the lower realms and never be separated from qualified Mahayana teachers.

By sentient beings’ seeing this book and by the practice of the eight Mahayana precepts, may all epidemic diseases, cancer, AIDS, and all other sicknesses be cured; may all disputes, wars and famines stop immediately; may the rains fall at the right time and may all harvests be abundant; may sentient beings experience all enjoyments and an abundance of all that is good; may there be peace in the world; and may everyone find happiness.

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche, Dharamsala 1990
The Benefits of Protecting the Eight Mahayana Precepts

Restoring Broken Vows and Purifying Negative Karma

By His Holiness Trijang Dorje Chang

The Shortcomings of Degenerating the Precepts

It is said in the Vinaya teaching, Vinaya Transmission, that even if one transgresses the great word of the Lord only a few times, one still experiences ill effects. Being nonvirtuous and transgressing Buddha’s teachings lead to rebirth in the animal realms, as with the naga Elapatra.

In former times, when Shakyamuni Buddha, the Destroyer, the Qualified, the One Gone Beyond, was giving a discourse, Elapatra, King of the Nagas, whose name means “having branches of the ela,” transformed himself into a wheel-turning king to attend. Knowing who was sitting before him, Buddha said, “You harmed the teachings of Buddha Kashyapa [the previous Buddha]—are you now going to harm my teachings as well? Please listen to the teachings in your true form.”

The next day an enormous serpent with an eladub tree growing out of its head came to the discourse. When the wind blew through the branches of the tree it caused intense pain deep inside the serpent’s brain. The serpent was so huge that when its
head had reached Buddha its tail was still leaving the village of Dorjun. Buddha’s disciples were terrified and began to run away, but Buddha said, “You need not be afraid. This serpent is the very same being that appeared here yesterday in the form of a wheel-turning king.” They asked Buddha what had caused the naga king to be born with such a monstrous body. Buddha explained that once, during the time of Buddha Kashyapa, the naga king had been a fully ordained monk who, while circumambulating an eladub tree, had hit his head on a branch and become angry. This disturbance weakened his precept [of abstaining from the unnecessary destruction of plants], and he lopped off the branches of the tree. This was the action that caused his present rebirth.

Reflecting on the shortcomings of breaking even this small precept, we should protect our vows properly.

The Actual Benefits of Protecting the Precepts

The specific benefits of protecting the eight branches of the

The benefits of abandoning the taking of life: In this life and in all future lives one’s life will be long, magnificent and free from illness.

The benefits of abandoning taking that which is not given: In this and in all future lives one will have perfect enjoyments, and others will not harm them.

The benefits of abandoning the sexual act: In this life and in all future lives one will have a good body with a beautiful complexion and complete sense organs.

The benefits of abandoning lies: In this life and in all future lives one will not be cheated, and others will take heed of what one says.
The benefits of abandoning intoxicants (including alcohol, cigarettes, mind-altering drugs and any other substance that loosens voluntary reserve): In this life and in all future lives one will have stable mindfulness and awareness, clear senses and perfect wisdom.

The benefits of abandoning large and high beds and thrones: In this life and in all future lives one will receive praise and respect from others, one will have proper bedding (soft, warm, whatever is needed), and one will have vehicles and animals for traveling.

The benefits of abandoning food at improper times: In this life and in all future lives one will have abundant and perfect crops and will obtain food and drink without effort.

The benefits of abandoning perfume, ornaments, and so forth: In this life and in all future lives one’s body will have a pleasant scent, color and shape and many auspicious marks.

The benefits of abandoning singing and dancing: In this life and in all future lives one will have a subdued body and mind, and one’s speech will continually make the sound of Dharma.

The General Benefits of Protecting the Eight Branches of the Restoring and Purifying Ordination

The great benefit in dependence upon time: In Victorious Concentration Sutra, Buddha says that if with a calm mind one makes offerings of umbrellas, victory banners, light and jewel ornaments to a hundred billion buddhas for eons equal to the number of sand grains in the Ganges River, a great deal of merit is acquired. However, if, during these degenerate times when the holy Dharma, the teaching of the One Gone to Bliss, has almost ceased, one keeps just one precept for a day and a night, the merit
acquired is far greater than that of giving all those offerings to an uncountable number of buddhas over such a long period.

Therefore, if the Restoring and Purifying Ordination is protected just once in one’s life, the amount of merit accumulated is equal to the vastness of the sky and, as one accumulates this merit, one gradually achieves perfect happiness. By understanding this, one can see how fortunate one is to have the opportunity to take the ordination and how meaningful it is during these difficult and degenerate times. It is like finding billions of wish-fulfilling gems.

Even though one may not own one atom of a precious gem or have a single dollar, by keeping this ordination one can attain both temporary and ultimate happiness. The person who owns enough wish-fulfilling gems to fill the sky but does not keep even one branch of morality cannot attain rebirth as a human or a god, cannot practice Dharma to accomplish any of the three great purposes (higher rebirth, liberation or enlightenment), and cannot enjoy perfect helpers and enjoyments.

_The great benefit in dependence upon the place:_ If one practices pure virtue in a pure realm for eons, the merit accumulated is not as great as that acquired by practicing virtue in an impure realm for the duration of a finger snap.

_The benefit in dependence upon the nature of the precepts:_ In the sutras Buddha explained that if the most vicious of serpents, the great black naga, cannot harm those living in perfect morality, then there is no doubt that others cannot harm them.

The fully ordained monk [gelong] who lives within morality glows (with purity). Living in morality brings peace and happiness. Infinite benefits of morality can be described. (The best way to protect oneself from outer harm is to protect the inner ordination.) Just as a person without eyes cannot see shapes, a person without morality cannot attain liberation.
The benefit of creating the cause to meet the teachings of Maitreya Buddha: Maitreya Buddha promised that anyone who listens with devotion to the teachings of Shakyamuni Buddha and protects the Restoring and Purifying Ordination will be born amongst his retinue as a disciple.

Therefore, if one wants to bring one’s cyclic existence to an end in the future by meeting the teachings of Maitreya Buddha, then now, while one has this precious human body with its eight freedoms and ten endowments and has met Buddha’s teachings and Mahayana teachers, it is extremely worthwhile to take the ordination of the Eight Mahayana Precepts and to protect these vows well.

The benefit of receiving protection from the gods: Many sutras explain that if one protects the precepts properly, the gods who are fond of virtue will protect one day and night.

The benefit of great power: Merit accumulated by one who protects the precepts is very powerful. A person living in the precepts who offers the Triple Gem a drop of butter that is only enough to cover the tip of a needle creates far greater merit than one not living in the precepts who offers the Triple Gem an ocean of butter. Merit accumulated over many eons by one not living in the Restoring and Purifying Ordination cannot be compared to the merit accumulated in just a short time by one living in the ordination.

The benefit of obtaining, without doubt, whatever one wishes: During this degenerate age, one who takes the Eight Mahayana Precepts and keeps them purely will definitely receive whatever one prays for.

The benefit of receiving the good body of a human or a god: If one protects the Eight Mahayana Precepts just once, one will attain the special bodies of gods or humans. Stories proving the benefits of such rebirths are too numerous to mention here.
The benefit of being an object for the accumulation of merit by others: One who takes ordination becomes an object for the accumulation of merit by others through becoming a (proper) object for offerings, prostrations, and so on. The higher number of precepts held by monks and nuns are the cause for others to create greater and more powerful merit by making offerings and so forth.

The benefit of simplicity: The Eight Mahayana Precepts has the advantage of being easy to take. It is said in A Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life that if while bearing hardships of recitation over a long period, even many eons, one is distracted by other objects while reciting, the recitations will bear no fruit. To cultivate virtue through recitation there must be great concentration and no mental wandering from the beginning, through the middle to the end. Without proper concentration, all the difficulties borne during the recitation become meaningless.

On the other hand, with the Eight Mahayana Precepts one need pay attention for only the few minutes it takes to complete the ordination ceremony; afterwards, even if one’s mind is distracted, the benefits of taking the precepts are not diminished. Also, there are fewer precepts than in other ordinations and they have to be kept for only one day, a very short time. For myself and others like me there is no practice easier than this. When done, it has great meaning.

The benefit of liberation and full enlightenment: Protecting the Eight Mahayana Precepts (which are also known as the Eight Fast-Day Vows) becomes the cause ultimately to achieve full enlightenment. In Sutra Requested by Deva, Shakyamuni Buddha said, “Goshika, by protecting the Eight Mahayana Precepts on the eighth and fifteenth days [of the month] and during the month of Buddha’s Great Miraculous Deeds, one attains no less than buddhahood.”
There is no question that one will receive the body of a god as well as peerless enlightenment by taking and maintaining the precepts. Furthermore, the qualities of a buddha’s holy form body, the thirty-two holy signs and the eighty holy exemplifications, are achieved by having protected the eight branches in the past. Shakyamuni Buddha, who completed the mind-training in compassion for every sentient being, would not lie and can be fully trusted—if not because of his omniscient mind, then because of his great compassion. Since we do not have the clairvoyance to see karma and all its effects, we must rely on the explanations given by Shakyamuni Buddha, the fully enlightened one, who possesses great compassion, omniscient mind and perfect power. If we cannot trust the words of such a compassionate, fully enlightened being, then who can we trust to help us to complete the inner development of our minds?

In *Sutra Requested by Kundu Sanring*, the kind and compassionate Buddha was asked, “What previous karma did you, the Destroyer, the Qualified, the One Gone Beyond, collect in order to achieve the vajra holy body, the Buddha body possessing all qualities up to the inconceivable ushnisha [crowning top-knot]?”

The Destroyer, the Qualified, the One Gone Beyond answered, “This is the result of having practiced in past lives the morality of abandoning killing by pacifying the mental afflictions that would cause me to shorten the lives of others.”

“Why do the Buddha’s hands have thousand-spoked golden wheels and long fingers with webs of light?”

“This is the benefit of having practiced in past lives the morality of abandoning taking that which is not given.”

“Why does the Buddha have complete senses and a fully developed body?”

“This is the result of having practiced in past lives the morality of abandoning sexual misconduct, which is caused by mental afflictions.”
“Why does the Buddha have a tongue that can cover the whole mandala face and holy speech so sweet and enchanting, like the sweet sound of Brahma?”

“This is the result of having practiced in past lives the morality of abandoning alcohol, which makes the intoxicated careless.”

“Why does the Buddha have forty complete teeth, even and white, and why does he experience the highest and best tastes in food?”

“This is the result of having practiced in past lives the morality of abandoning taking food at improper times, motivated by mental afflictions.”

“Why is the Buddha’s body pervaded by the fragrant scent of morality?”

“This is the result of having practiced in past lives the morality of abandoning perfumes and colors [makeup], worn out of mental affliction.”

“Why is the Buddha’s holy body adorned with holy signs?”

“This is the result of having practiced in past lives the morality of abandoning singing, dancing and wearing ornaments out of mental affliction.”

“Why does the Buddha enjoy the three seats of Dharma [lotus and sun and moon discs]?”

“This is the result of having practiced in past lives the morality of abandoning the use of large and high thrones and beds through mental affliction.”

“Why does the Buddha have complete and clear senses, and why is one’s enjoyment of seeing the Buddha’s holy body never satiated?”

“This is the result of having practiced in past lives the morality of abandoning telling lies out of mental affliction.”

“Why does the Buddha have an inconceivably high ushnisha?”

“This is the result of in past lives having touched the ground with the five parts of the body [the four limbs and the head] in
prostration and having made offerings to Buddha, Dharma, Sangha, the guru, the leader of the disciples [preceptor] and the abbot.”

Infinite benefits could be mentioned, but only a few are described here, most of which are specifically mentioned in the benefits of the near-abiding pratimoksha [self-liberation] vows. The eight precepts of the one-day Mahayana Restoring and Purifying Ordination are similar to these pratimoksha vows, so one can rest assured that the benefits are also similar.

**The Method of Commitment**

The eight branches of the near-abiding pratimoksha vows and the eight branches of the Mahayana Restoring and Purifying vows are the same in their observation of the eight abandonments, but vastly different in other ways.

*The first and foremost difference* is the source of the ordinations. The practice of the near-abiding pratimoksha method comes from Sutra of Dam say ne jo, whereas the Mahayana Restoring and Purifying Ordination is taken from the tantric text Don zhag Zhi moi.

*The second difference* is that the near-abiding pratimoksha vows cannot be taken by those with the ordination of renunciation [rabjung], but the Mahayana Restoring and Purifying Ordination may be taken even by a fully ordained vajra master.

*The third difference* is in the motivation for taking the ordinations. The near-abiding pratimoksha ordination is taken in dependence upon the attitude of seeking the sorrowless state for oneself alone, while the Mahayana Restoring and Purifying Ordination is taken with the attitude of definitely achieving enlightenment for the sake of others.
The fourth difference is in the method of taking the ordinations. The preparation for taking the near-abiding pratimoksha ordination is to request attention and go for refuge, as in the sutra *Dam say ne jo*. The preparation for the Mahayana Restoring and Purifying Ordination, as explained in the tantric text *Don zhag zhi moi*, is first to request the attention of all the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten directions and then to promise three times to protect the precepts by following the example of the previous victorious ones.

The final difference is in the result achieved. The holder of the near-abiding pratimoksha vows will achieve, according to his or her motivation, the sorrowless state of both the lower and greater vehicles, whereas the holder of the Mahayana Restoring and Purifying Ordination who does not degenerate the vows will definitely achieve full enlightenment.
The Way in Which the Mahayana Ordination Is Taken

By His Holiness Trijang Dorje Chang

Waking early, wash and refresh yourself properly and then set up an altar for the Triple Gem in a clean and beautiful place. The offerings should be as plentiful and delightful as you can make them. The precepts are taken in the early hours just before dawn, when the lines on the palm of your [outstretched] hand are just visible.

Contemplate the shortcomings of ordinary sufferings and their true cause in relation to yourself. Remember the pitiful state of all mother sentient beings throughout infinite space, and from the depths of your heart think that you, the fortunate one, are able to seek and attain enlightenment. Now, in the presence of the holy objects and with great respect and devotion, take the Mahayana ordination.

Recite the following prayers:

- Refuge and generating bodhichitta (3x)
- Purifying the place
- Offering prayer
- Offering cloud mantra (3x)
- The power of truth (3x)
- Invocation
After the invocation, visualize that your infinitely kind root guru Avalokiteshvara, surrounded by the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten directions, actually appears in space before you.

- Recite the seven-limb prayer.
- Offer a mandala in order to receive the ordination.
- Make three prostrations reciting the "OṂ NAMO MAṆJUŚHRIYE" mantra with each one.

Then, kneeling on your right knee, with head and shoulders bowed and your hands together in prostration, generate the following motivation:

"Even though I and all sentient beings, who equal the extent of infinite space, have experienced countless forms of suffering from beginningless time until now (such as the general sufferings of cyclic existence and, particularly, the sufferings of the three lower realms), still I am unable to generate a single thought of aversion or frustration at this existence. Instead, because of the power of misguided habits such as grasping at suffering as happiness and grasping at that which is selfless as having a self, I am under the control of the afflictions and their actions (karma), and once again I will have to experience and endure without choice the sufferings of cyclic existence and the three lower realms, even more extensively and abundantly than before.

"If I were to really consider this situation it would definitely bring pain to my heart, anger and upset. However, even Shakyamuni Buddha and all the other buddhas of the past were not always buddhas. Like me, they once lived in cyclic existence and then, through the kindness of just one virtuous friend they had met, they generated the thought to definitely emerge from cyclic existence and the awakening mind of loving concern for
each and every sentient being. Then, by taking this Mahayana ordination and protecting the precepts purely and by training in the path, they attained enlightenment.

“Similarly, having met the Mahayana teachings through the kindness of my virtuous teacher, I too will generate the altruistic aspiration to attain enlightenment and train in the path. In this way I shall definitely attain the state of enlightenment—this (thought) is the close friend from which I must never be separated, on the basis, on the path and at the result.

“Like a wish-fulfilling jewel, mother sentient beings, who equal the extent of infinite space, are the source of all the collections of excellence in this and future lives. Since beginningless time, all mother sentient beings have held me dear and are still doing so, and they will continue to do so until the end of cyclic existence. If I renounce them, and in earnest devotion seek the means for my happiness alone, this would not only be unwise and foolish but would also make me not the slightest bit different from an animal. Therefore, for the benefit of all sentient beings, who equal the extent of infinite space, I must attain the precious state of perfect and fully completed enlightenment. For this purpose, before all buddhas and bodhisattvas as my witness, I shall take the Mahayana precepts and protect them well until sunrise tomorrow.”

Taking the Precepts

The precepts should be taken with such great commitment that tears come to your eyes and your hair stands on end.

• Visualize Guru Avalokiteshvara before you and repeat the prayer for taking the precepts three times.
On completing the third recitation, think that you have received the vows in your continuum and rejoice.

Then regenerate the thought of bodhichitta, the altruistic aspiration to attain enlightenment for the sake of all sentient beings, by thinking, “Just as the previous arhats abandoned all faulty behavior of body and speech, such as killing and so forth, and mentally turned away from them, similarly, I too shall properly practice the trainings by avoiding those faulty behaviors for one day for the welfare of all sentient beings.”

- Recite the commitment prayer to keep the precepts.
- Recite the mantra of pure morality twenty-one times.
- Finally, recite the prayer to keep one’s morality pure, make three prostrations and dedicate the merits.

In this way, the practice is adorned by prayer and dedication and has been described for those taking the Mahayana precepts by themselves.

If you are taking the precepts before a master, offer him a mandala. The master himself will have first taken the precepts (that morning) alone and is required to explain well the thoughts and visualizations of the practice, from beginning to end. In the prayer for taking the precepts, the line that says, “Master, please pay attention to me,” must be included. The prayer for taking the precepts and the prayer of the precepts are both repeated after the master. The procedure for taking the precepts and the recitations should all be done in accordance with the practices of the lineage.
Taking the Mahayana Restoring and Purifying Ordination

By His Holiness Trijang Dorje Chang

Explanation of the Ordination Prayer

*Just as the previous tathagatas.* The previous buddhas, those who have gone beyond, (placed the mind in meditative equipoise) with transcendental wisdom similar to the reality of all existence, suchness and the sphere of emptiness. Another meaning of the word tathagata is found in the text *Expressing the Names of Manjugosha:* “As the Buddha speaks, thus he acts,” which means just as the sentient beings, who are the object to be subdued, were shown practice and abandonment (the path), similarly in the past the Buddha himself entered that path and practiced until he reached the state of Buddhahood.

*Foe destroyers* (or arhats) refers to those who have destroyed without remainder all four gross and subtle hindrances (maras).

*Perfectly completed buddhas* refers to those who have completed purely all the qualities of realization and abandonment without exception; who are purified of the darkness of ignorance, which constantly disturbs with the subtle imprints of the mistakes of the hallucinated dualistic view; and who have developed the wisdom that is able to perceive all objects of knowledge of the two truths: the way things exist (the absolute truth) and how many there are (conventional truth).

*Like the divine wise horse* refers to the (wise) horse that is fit to be ridden by a wheel-turning king and follows a pleasant path
without danger, protecting its rider. Such a horse carries its rider to a place of happiness, without disturbance. Likewise, the Buddha takes upon himself indefatigably the responsibility of working for others; that is, leading sentient beings to liberation and omniscient mind by not disturbing the three doors with mistakes of the vices.

*The great elephant* is an elephant that can carry a load no ordinary horse or elephant can. Similarly, the Great Compassionate One carries a load that cannot be carried by Hearers (shravaka) or Solitary Realizers (pratyekabuddha)—the constant responsibility to accomplish for all sentient beings their unsurpassable benefit and happiness without even being asked (by them to do so).

*Did what had to be done* means went to the limit of abandonment (of one’s own work).

*Performed actions* means voluntarily took the responsibility of working for others in whatever way was necessary to subdue their minds.

*Laid down the burden.* The Buddha’s mental continuum left the burden of the defiled receiver aggregates born from karma and afflictions.

*Subsequently attained their own welfare.* Having accomplished the works for others—the deeds of the Sons of the Victors (bodhisattvas)—they found the result, the great sorrowless state.

*Completely exhausted the fetters to existence.* Having exhausted the dependent arising of all arisings (all suffering comes from delusion and karma), which includes the disturbing thoughts and karma that produce their own result, true suffering.

*Had perfect speech.* The Buddha gives infallible advice, showing the virtuous Dharma at the beginning, in the middle and at the end. The Buddha’s teaching does not deceive.
Well-liberated minds. The holy mind is liberated from the bondage of samsara, where the delusions disturb one all the time.

Well-liberated wisdom is the wisdom that is not only liberated from the obscurations of the disturbing thoughts but also well liberated from the obscurations to knowledge, thereby possessing the all-knowing transcendental wisdom.

For the welfare of all sentient beings means having given up working for oneself.

In order to benefit means to bring all sentient beings temporarily to higher rebirths.

In order to liberate means to lead them ultimately to definite goodness (liberation and enlightenment).

In order to eliminate famine refers to eliminating the poverty of not having Dharma and material needs.

In order to eliminate sickness refers to the sicknesses of body and mind and to the chronic diseases of the three poisons (anger, attachment and ignorance).

In order to fully complete the practices harmonious with enlightenment refers to the four close contemplations and so on.

And in order to definitely actualize the unsurpassed result of perfect, complete enlightenment refers to the attainment of enlightenment, with the result abandonment and the completion of all realizations.

Perfectly performed the Restoring and Purifying Ordination means the Eight Mahayana Precepts.
Similarly, also I, who am called (say your name), from this time until tomorrow sunrise, for the welfare of all sentient beings, in order to benefit, in order to liberate... and so forth means thus, for the sake of sentient beings, to benefit and liberate them, from this time until sunrise tomorrow I shall also correctly take and protect the eight-limbed ordination, which restores the Mahayana root of virtue and purifies negative karma (nonvirtue). With this attitude, recite the prayer verbally.

**Prayer of the Precepts**

With the thought of protecting the precepts, the commitment prayer should now be recited once.

The second part of the commitment prayer concerns the meaning of and the need for taking the precepts.

“In order to benefit sentient beings, to liberate them and so forth, from now until tomorrow sunrise I shall restore the Mahayana roots of virtue and purify all nonvirtue by also taking the eight-branched ordination.” Thinking in this way, recite the prayer.

**Explanation of the Eight Branches**

Recitation of the commitment prayer is followed by the method of protecting the precepts. It is not sufficient merely to receive the precepts; one must protect them from becoming undermined by recognizing the eight abandonments and observing them purely. What are these eight? They are the abandonments of the four root and the four branch vows.

**The Four Root Vows**

The first root vow is to abandon killing: *From now on I will not kill.* The basis of killing is another sentient being. Recognition of the object is the thought that identifies the object. The motivation is
the intention to kill, motivated by one of the three poisons. The action completes the wish to kill by means of poison, weapon, mantra and so forth. Completion comes when the other sentient being dies before oneself. “I will not kill” means making the commitment not to take the life of a single sentient being, from a human down to the smallest insect, from now until sunrise tomorrow.

The second root vow is to abandon taking that which is not given: \( (I \text{ will not}) \text{ take others’ possessions} \). The basis is something that is claimed by another to be his or her own. Recognition is the thought that identifies the object. One of the three afflictions gives rise to the motivation, which is the wish to take the object, even though it has not been given. The action is performed by means of force, stealth or deceit. The completion of the action is the satisfaction that one has obtained the object. “I will not take” means making a commitment not to take wealth or possessions that have not been given, from the most valuable to the most insignificant, such as a needle and thread, as long as the object is claimed by another to be his or her own.

The third root vow is to avoid sexual activity: \( (I \text{ will not}) \text{ engage in sexual activity} \). The basis of sexual misconduct is improper objects (such as one’s parents), wrong organs (such as the oral or anal orifices), or women who are pregnant or observing precepts. Also included is sexual activity near holy objects, such as the guru or the Triple Gem. Recognition is the identification of the sexual object. The motivation is the intention to perform the sexual act, and comes from the afflictions, the three poisonous minds. The action is making the effort to engage in the sexual act. The completion is when the sexual organs meet and pleasure is experienced. “I will not engage in sexual activity” means making the commitment not to engage in the sexual act of union of the male and female organs, or any other similar action.
The fourth root vow is to abandon lying: *(I will not) speak false words.* The basis for telling a lie can be saying that one has seen something when one has not, heard something when one has not, remembered something when one has not, or doubted something when one has not. Or, it can be saying that one has not seen, heard, remembered or doubted something when in fact one has. The motivating affliction can be any one of the three poisons. The motivation is the wish to speak words that deceive. The action can be telling a lie oneself, getting another to lie for one, or even deceiving without actually speaking, for example, merely nodding one’s head or making some other facial or physical gesture. Completion is when another person understands the (false) meaning of the action. “I will not speak false words” means making the commitment not to lie, from the most serious way, such as lying about one’s spiritual realizations, to the most simple way, or even as a joke.

**The Four Branch Vows**

The first branch vow is *I will avoid intoxicants, from which many mistakes arise.* Intoxicants, such as beer, wine and so forth, are mixtures of several ingredients. Their use can unbalance the mind and definitely create the conditions for many nonvirtuous harms and mistakes to arise, either quickly or gradually, depending upon one’s mind. In general, ordained people are not allowed to drink even a drop of any intoxicant and, during a Mahayana ordination such as this, even lay people must abstain completely from taking intoxicants.

The second branch vow is *I will not sit on large and high seats and beds.* This also refers to large thrones made of gold, silver, sandalwood, medicinal woods, precious jewels and so forth, and one must avoid seats made of glossy silk and tiger or lion skins as well.
The third branch vow is *I will not eat food at the wrong times.* In general, ordained people should take food at the proper time, which for them is between sunrise and noon. Upon taking the Eight Mahayana Precepts, one must avoid black foods, such as meat, eggs, garlic and onions, and eat food of the three white substances before noon, in one sitting, and not get up to take a second helping. One must then abandon eating food at the wrong time—from noon that day until sunrise the next.

The fourth branch vow is *I will avoid perfumes, garlands, and ornaments as well as dancing, singing, and so forth.* One should not use, out of attachment, scents of incense and flowers, such as jasmine, saffron, crocus, marigold, and calendula. One should not wear on the head or neck garlands of turquoise, coral, pearls, or flowers. One should not wear ornaments of gold or turquoise. One should abandon dancing to rhythm, clapping one’s hands, or stomping one’s feet for the sake of splendor or pleasure. Also to be abandoned, when done just for fun, are playing musical instruments and singing, and, for the sake of grace and charm, putting on rouge, nail polish and so forth. Massaging the body with ointments and oils should also be avoided completely.

However, there is no harm or negative karma in singing, dancing and playing musical instruments as offerings to the Triple Gem, or in sitting on a high throne to give teachings. In fact, such activities cause the accumulation of merit.

The way in which these eight branches should be protected is:

> Just as arhats
> Never kill and so forth,
> So too will I abandon killing and so forth.
> May I quickly attain supreme enlightenment.
> May I free this world, disturbed by much suffering,
> From the ocean of existence.
If one wonders how one can possibly protect these vows, one should think of the previous tathagatas, who protected the precepts forever, and the shortcomings of not holding the root and branch vows of avoiding killing and so forth. One should practice these abandonments and protect them purely with all actions of body, speech, and mind for the benefit of all sentient beings, thinking: “From now until sunrise tomorrow I shall abandon the eight actions of killing and so forth. By abandoning them and observing purely the eight branches, may I quickly attain unsurpassable, complete enlightenment.”

And **may the living beings who are experiencing the various sufferings be released from the ocean of cyclic existence** refers to the fact that even after one attains full and complete enlightenment, mother sentient beings will still be living in fear, constantly tossed by the violent waves of the three sufferings (suffering of suffering, suffering of change and pervasive suffering). Think: “By myself, I shall liberate them from the four floods of birth, aging, sickness, and death,” and generate the altruistic Mahayana thought, aspiring to attain enlightenment for the sake of others. The importance of the need to train in the two aspirations to liberate sentient beings from cyclic existence cannot be overemphasized.

The first four vows (to avoid killing, stealing, sexual activity, and lying) are the branches of practicing morality; abandoning intoxicants is the branch of practicing conscientiousness; and the remaining three (to avoid high and expensive beds and seats; singing, dancing and so forth; and taking food at improper times) are the branches of penitence.

If, having committed oneself to observing these vows, one conducts oneself carelessly, one will accumulate the shortcomings not only of not observing them, but also of telling lies. Therefore, one must protect these vows with mindfulness and awareness. If, through carelessness, the vows are degenerated, one should recite the mantra of pure morality three times to purify and restore them.
Mantra of Pure Morality

OM AMOGHA ŚHĪLA SAMBHARA / BHARA BHARA /
MAHĀ ŚHUDDHA SATVA PADMA VIBHŪṢHITA BHUJA / DHARA
DHARA SAMANTA / AVALOKITE HŪṂ PHAṬ SVĀHĀ

This mantra is recited twenty-one times during the ordination ceremony and its meaning is as follows:

OM this sound adorns the beginning of most mantras
AMOGHA meaningful
ŚHĪLA morality
SAMBHARA assembled
BHARA BHARA develop, develop
MAHĀ great
ŚHUDDHA pure
SATVA mind
PADMA lotus
VI aspect
BHŪṢHITA adorn
BHUJA hand
DHARA DHARA holder, holder
SAMANTA of all
AVALOKITE looking with each eye (Avalokiteshvara)
HŪṂ PHAṬ SVĀHĀ

“Assembly of morality, meaningful purified mind increase, increase, hand adorned in the aspect of the Lotus Holder, Holder of All, Avalokiteshvara.”
Special Allowances for Taking the Precepts

By Geshe Lamrimpa

It is said in the autocommentary to *Abhidharmakosha* that it is acceptable for people such as butchers (who do not kill at night) and prostitutes (who do not work during the day) to take the precepts for less than a day and a night. If such people take the Eight Mahayana Precepts they will have the fruits of the practice and therefore, if the precepts are taken for just half the period and protected during that time, there is no fault; in fact, they will become very meaningful. One should try to observe the precepts for the entire period of a day and a night, but if one cannot observe them for the complete twenty-four hour period, one can observe them for half that time, or for even a half-hour. When the precepts are taken, the exact duration for which they will be observed should be stated: “from now until sunset tonight,” for example.

In the teachings of Gelong Jangchub Zangpo it is said that since (the Mahayana) accepts the taking of the bodhisattva vows from now until enlightenment, this principle also applies to the Eight Mahayana Precepts, which can also be generated from now until that time.

*Compendium of All Explanations* (*Kuntu Namsha*) composed by Gyaltsab Je, also says that the Eight Mahayana Precepts can be generated for more than twenty-four hours. He says that the assertion that the fast-day precepts are generated for only a day and a night and no longer is found in the tradition propounded by one particular Hearers’ school of thought and is a mistake.
In the teachings of Maitripa, the request when the precepts are given is, “Venerable (Tib. *dzumpa*, ‘firm in avoiding nonvirtue’), please pay attention to me. I, the upasaka [lay holder of precepts] whose name is..., until the essence of enlightenment.”

According to Kunkyen Jamyang Shepa, the method of the near-abiding eight precepts taken until enlightenment is stated in the explanations of various sutras and tantras. The Mahayana Restoring and Purifying Ordination is definitely generated up until enlightenment because it incorporates the mind generation of bodhicitta.

Even the Lesser Vehicle tradition, which does not accept that the vow of near-abiding can last for more than one day, contains the opportunity of taking the vows for many days at one ceremony. The texts of Thubten Jhidor state that one is allowed to take the precepts for many days at a time. Even though the eight fast-day precepts are definitely a branch of the one-day approaching and abiding precepts, on occasions such as the celebration of Buddha’s Great Miraculous Deeds, if the precepts are to be observed without interruption for half a month, they may be taken just once for that duration. Besides, if the ceremony of the one-day vows is recited up to fifteen times, there is no mistake in this becoming the one-day vows for as many days as the number of recitations.

The commentary to *Abhidharmakosha* says that if one is taking the fast-day precepts for a continuous period of half a month or so, it is acceptable to take them at one ceremony by reciting the prayer the same number of times as days the precepts will be observed, or else one can simply say, “I shall observe the precepts from the first day of the month until the fifteenth.” Also, if one wants to take the precepts every eighth, fifteenth and thirtieth days of the month for one year, it is acceptable for one to take the vows by changing the wording to “I shall observe the precepts every eighth, fifteenth and thirtieth of each month of this year.”

If the near-abiding precepts can be taken for many days at one time, there is no need to mention that the Mahayana Restoring
and Purifying Ordination can be taken for as many days as one wants. Nevertheless, if one is able to take them freshly every day, there are many benefits in stabilizing memory and awareness, and the practice becomes perfect.

The question can arise, “If one degenerates one of the four root vows, is it necessary to continue to protect the other seven?” Once there were two wandering beggars, one of whom protected all his vows and, as a result, was born as a king in the human realm. The wife of the other insisted that he eat fruit in the afternoon and he could not refuse. Due to breaking this precept he was unable to attain rebirth in the human realm, but because he observed the remaining seven precepts he was reborn as a king of the nagas. Eventually, both attained the state of a foe destroyer. Like the two beggars, one receives separately both the benefits of protecting the precepts (one keeps) and the shortcomings of not protecting the precepts (one doesn’t keep).

Even if one falls short on one precept, one should protect the others as much as possible. Even if one precept, such as fasting, is broken for some reason, one should not abandon it entirely for the rest of the day—whenever possible one should still protect it. (The degenerated vow should be immediately purified and restored by reciting the purification mantra three times.)

As explained before, if one protects just one precept for even a second, one receives immeasurable benefits—benefits that are not received merely by not engaging in harmful actions (without having taken the vows). One should have the preliminary thought, “In the presence of the holy object I shall protect the vows from now until....”

In short, if one wishes not to let oneself down, even though one can protect only one precept, one should protect it. Furthermore, even if that one precept can be kept for only a brief moment, one should protect it for that time.
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Care of Dharma Materials

Dharma materials contain the teachings of the Buddha and thus protect against lower rebirth and reveal the path to enlightenment. Therefore, they should be treated with respect.

Printed Dharma materials, as well as phones, tablets, laptops, and hard drives containing Dharma, should be kept off the floor, beds, chairs, meditation cushions, and all other places where people sit or walk. Dharma materials should not be stepped over or put in places where the feet or buttocks will point at them. They should be covered or protected for transporting and kept in a high, clean place separate from more mundane materials. Other objects, including statues, stupas, ritual implements, malas, reading glasses, and so forth, should not be placed on top of Dharma books and devices containing Dharma materials. Avoid licking the fingers to turn the pages of Dharma texts.

If it is necessary to dispose of printed Dharma materials, they should be burned rather than thrown in the trash. When burning Dharma texts, visualize that the letters transform into an A (ཨ) and the A absorbs into your heart. Imagine burning blank paper. As the paper burns, recite OṂ ĀḤ HŪṂ or the Heart Sutra, while meditating on emptiness.

Lama Zopa Rinpoche recommends that images of holy beings, deities, and holy objects not be burned. Ideally, if undamaged, they should be put in a stupa. Otherwise, put them high up in a tree inside a well-sealed structure, something like a bird house, so that the images are protected from the weather and do not end up on the ground.